Far-left group, Democrat judges team up to shut down GOP frontrunner

By John Friend

In another blatant attempt to rig the 2024 presidential election, four liberal Democrat-appointed Colorado state Supreme Court justices ruled on Dec. 19 that former President Donald Trump—who is currently dominating the polls for the 2024 presidential election—is “disqualified from holding the office of president under section three of the 14th Amendment” to the Constitution.

Despite never being convicted of—or even charged with—insurrection, in a 4-3 decision, the activist justices still ruled that Trump engaged in this illegal act for his participation in the events of Jan. 6, 2021, the raucous protest at the U.S. Capitol that featured countless federal operatives and informants. As a result, they declared him ineligible to hold public office, and his name cannot appear on the Republican primary ballot on March 5, 2024.

Other states are considering similar measures, all based on the 1868 provision to the Constitution that was designed to prevent ex-Confederate “rebels” from seeking or holding political office.

So much for democracy and the will of the voters.

The lawsuit was spearheaded by Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW), a liberal governmental watchdog group originally founded in 2003 by Norman Eisen and Melanie Sloan. CREW has deep ties to the far left and has engaged in extensive lawfare operations against Trump and other conservatives. Three days into Trump’s first term, CREW filed its first of numerous lawsuits against Trump and other conservatives. Three days into Trump’s first term, CREW filed its first of numerous lawsuits against Trump and other conservatives. Three days into Trump’s first term, CREW filed its first of numerous lawsuits against Trump and other conservatives. Three days into Trump’s first term, CREW filed its first of numerous lawsuits against Trump and other conservatives.

Former New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie—a fierce Trump critic—came out against the decision. “People in this country deserve to have a trial before rights are taken away from them,” he told a crowd in New Hampshire.

Even foreign leaders rebuked the state court for kicking Trump off the ballot before any of his trials had concluded. El Salvador President Nayib Bukele stated, “The United States has lost its ability to lecture any other country about ‘democracy.’”

Trump, for his part, argued that every single criminal and civil case being pursued against him “is the work of the DOJ and White House,” a malicious and highly politically driven attempt to prevent him from running for office and retaking the presidency. Trump demanded that Biden drop all the “fake political indictments” against him and pointed out the unprecedented nature of his prosecution.

“No such thing has ever happened in our country before,” Trump said, insisting that the lawfare being waged against him is a clear-cut case of election interference and that America was rapidly devolving into a blatantly corrupt banana republic. It’s hard to disagree with the former president’s analysis of the situation.

In a statement, Steven Cheung, a spokesman for Trump’s 2024 campaign, described CREW as “a Soros-funded” group scheming to “interfere in an election on behalf of Crooked Joe Biden.”

“Democrat Party leaders are in a state of paranoia over the growing, dominant lead President Trump has amassed in the polls,” Cheung declared. “They have lost faith in the failed Biden presidency and are now doing everything they can to stop the American voters from voting them out of office next November.”

Trump’s team has vowed to appeal the Colorado Supreme Court’s “completely flawed” ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court, where they expect the nation’s highest court to “finally put an end to these un-American lawsuits.”